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Discover the 
profit maker!

Dear readers,
Businessmen know:
Economizing does not
make you rich, but ear-
ning money does! This
statement was a motiva-
tion for us to take a look
at the investment in a
brake-maintenance device
from another point of view.
A high-quality ROMESS
device might cost a little
more than low-cost devi-
ces. Thrifty buyers notice
too late that the low cost
device isn't a good invest-
ment at all. With a low-
quality device it is not
possible to earn as much
money as with a
ROMESS product. We
have calculated how eco-
nomic it is in the end - but
please read and convince
yourselves!

Enjoy yourselves while
reading the present
ROMESSAGE!

Yours Werner Rogg 

If you want to manage a workshop in a suc-
cessful way, you have to calculate good.
Therefore it is not surprising at all that you
take a closer look at low-cost devices.
Looking is ok, purchasing NO! It's as simple
as that. Workshop professionals are aware
of the fact that they can use a good brake-
maintenance device in a very profitable way,
providing it is possible to work in a profes-
sional way with that device, and that it is
guaranteed that the brakes become "hard".
As you might know complaints can cost
workshops a lot of money. If you do not
believe that, by means of a ROMESS devi-
ce, you only need to invest 20 cent in order
to make a turnover of approx. 65 euro, then
please take a closer look at the model cal-
culation on the last page!

More and more workshops discover the brake service (below) as profit up-grader. Workshops and car dealerships can make
good money,  provided that they have good equipment at their disposal - namely a ROMESS brake-maintenance device!

www.romess.de



More vehicles 
According to the Federal Sta-
tistical Office meanwhile 101.6
cars are registered to 100
German private households. In
the year 2000 only 95.3 cars
were registered to 100 domestic
homes. According to the statis-
tics especially households of
Civil Servants are well equipped
with 135.5 cars per 100 private
households and families with
children 140.3. Regarding the
over 80's age group -  even 57.5
cars are registered to 100 hou-
seholds. 

Electric mobility
In the forthcoming two years the
Federal Ministry of Education
and Research intends to invest
approx. 400 million Euro in elec-
tric mobility. Besides the deve-
lopment of powerful and econo-
mically priced batteries. The
supported projects will concen-
trate on the manufacture of light
vehicles.

Obligated 
Workshops are obliged to inform
their customers about measures
which are absolutely necessary
to be taken in the near future, i.e.
within less than three months or
a mileage of 5,000 kilometers.
So the decision of the Higher
Regional Court Schleswig. A
female driver who had an engine
break-down, took legal actions.
Her workshop didn't check the
gear belt shortly before the ser-
vice interval.

Very active
Thieves are very active again.
The German insurance provi-
ders state that in the last two
years more cars have been sto-
len. Especially in big cities luxu-
ry class cars are at risk of theft.
They are stolen on order from
organized gangs.

INFO

With the electronic inclinometer CM-09606
the vehicle level can be measured via the
position of the transverse links respective-
ly the axle drive shafts or areas of support
in angular degree - in an easy and comfor-
table way. This device has set standards
for several years, as it is able to determine
two biaxial angular values, i.e. the measu-
ring angle of course and the angle of the
device. Thereby it automatically determi-
nes the zero point. The sensor is an impor-
tant part of the inclinometer as well as all
other hand-held ROMESS units. As of now
these devices will be equipped with a new
sensor which has more features than the
preceding product. The sensor has been
put in a new designed body which replaces
the square unit. However this new body is
equipped with many new features, e.g.
there is a lot of new electronics
which improves the perfor-
mance of this sophistica-
ted patent-protected
measuring instru-
ment. The standard
measuring range is
+/- 15 degree. In futu-
re it is possible to extend
the measuring range of the CM-
09606 according to the requirements
of the customer. Up to 30 degree the

CM-09606 measures with hundredth
of a degree accuracy, up to 90 degree
with one-tenth of a degree accuracy

and up to 180 degree with
two-tenth of a degree
accuracy. For an
upgrade the extended
software is required.

With the new sensor and
device generation this
software can be updated.

Update-CDs are available
from ROMESS. A similarly

high-capacity and high-preci-
sion instrument is our inclino-

meter (left) which mainly is sold
to the R&D sector with a special

sensor and colour display.
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sensortion!The

The new sensor
which is equipped
with a lot of new
electronics has
been put in a
smarter body
as its pre-
c e d i n g
model. 

The inclinometer CM-09606 will be delivered, in
the future, with a new sensor and a few additional
features. 

The
new one

can do
even 

more!



"I would buy a new one, but my old S
15 still works excellently", states Mr.
Friedrich Hildebrandt, workshop spe-
cialist from Uslar-Schönhagen. He
visited the ROMESS trade-fair stand
on the occasion of the "Carat" exhibi-
tion. Mr. Hildebrandt knows what's
best: He swears by ROMESS, the
brand of the workshop professionals.
Which device works for such a long
period as 17 years without any pro-
blems? 
"In fact a lot of our devices operate in
workshops for such a long time or
even for a longer period", states Mr.
Marco Weislogel, employee of
ROMESS, who showed the new
generation of devices to Mr. Friedrich
Hildebrandt. Mr. Werner Rogg, Managing Director of
ROMESS, who  developed the "long distance runner" S 15
was one of the first to introduce the electro-hydraulic prin-
ciple for the brake service on the market, is very pleased
about the reliability and quality of his products. But at the
same time he calls the attention to the following fact: "From

time to time one should invest in a new
device which corresponds to the latest
state of technology". Here it is similar
as with the PC, provided it corres-
ponds to the needed requirements,
everything is ok.  However, those who
take into consideration that the braking
systems of new motor vehicles con-
stantly improve, understands the argu-
ment of Mr. Werner Rogg. Important
components from the pump via motor
up to the filling system have been
adapted to the requirements of modern
braking systems which generally are
equipped with sensitive control techni-
que. Pressures and flow velocities
during the filling process have chan-
ged. Mr. Werner Rogg: "Nowadays the

most effective way to complete brake maintenance on a
new vehicles is with a progressive device. Regarding devi-
ces of an elder year of construction, it is possible that the
service-man does not succeed in completely evacuating
the already existing air in the braking system and therefo-
re he does not achieve the results required - hard brakes.”

ROMESS is not only a manufac-
turer of quality products, which
without exception are manufac-
tured in Germany, but also a
technological "think-tank". 
At ROMESS ideas are concei-

ved in order to be realized.
Research and development,
(R&D), are very important ele-
ments of our business culture.
And this already for a fairly long
time.

In our preceding edition we
reported that ROMESS launched
the ROMESS 09807-10, a very
economic adjusting device,
which is specially for the applica-
tion at economic adaptive cruise
controls (ACCs). Actually the
R&D team is developing a tem-

perature belt  for the adjustment
of ACCs controlled via infrared.
The temperature belt will be up
to the high standards of the
manufacturers as well as of the
service. 
The belt is equipped with invisi-

ble and different temperature-
controlled direction points, which
are all controlled from behind.
The infrared system which
reacts on heat can adjust itself at
these hotspots. 
ROMESS is the leading specia-

list in the field of adjusting devi-
ces and the corresponding
accessories. Besides this, the
enterprise has developed many
solutions for the adjustment of
adaptive cruise controls. 

Software engineer Ralph Seemann (left) and Managing
Director Werner Rogg during the development process of
the temperature belt. 
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Friedrich Hildebrandt from Uslar is inspecting the new S
15 together with other fair visitors. Marco Weislogel from
ROMESS to the right. Hildebrandts old device is wor-
kingsince 17 years without any mistake.

Very strong at R&D

17 years, marvelous?



Today decision makers in workshops do not have
an easy job at all: They have to calculate very care-
fully, and often the decision which products and
brands are a clever investment is difficult.  It's not
seldom at all that it is easier for the users in works-
hops to choose: They know which devices work in
an efficient way and which ones do not only cost a
lot of money but also a lot of nerves. 
Example brake service: If your customer returns
his vehicle for the third time to your workshop
because the braking effect is not as good as it
should be - then you definitely know that your
brake-maintenance device, which you have
bought at a bargain price is no good at all. 
Our advertising slogan is: "ROMESS - the brand

for the workshop professionals". This slogan
does not only sound good, but has at the
same time a deeper sense as well. Our
brake-maintenance devices are of such a
high quality that they operate everyday
without any problems for many years.   
What is still more important: They represent
the latest state-of-technology and due to
patent protected functions are technological-
ly superior to the devices of the competitors.
This is the crucial point where the question of
economic efficiency has to be considered
carefully. The customer who is not satisfied
with a service and has to complain often, will
soon be an ex-customer. Thereby the works-
hop loses future turnover. And this hurts. The
fact is: Purchase a low-cost device, buys
twice! And hopefully in the end the professio-
nal ROMESS device - as e.g. the S 15 illus-
trated on the left during the filling process. Let

us show its profitability by means of an example
calculation. Investment: approx. 1,200 euro. With a
calculation of 600 brake services per annum
during a period of 10 years, so one brake service
just costs 20 cent to the workshop.  However a
workshop charges on average 65 euro per brake
service - approx. 15 euro with the brake fluid and
the rest with the service. Ergo: In case of 6,000
brake services a turnover of approx. 390,000 euro
can be achieved during this time by means of a
ROMESS device. And such a high number of
brake-fluid changes is guaranteed, since brake
fluid degenerates and has to be replaced.
Therefore it is very important that the device ope-
rates in an excellent way and does not make any
trouble. In the end, even for the most thrifty saver,
the purchase price does not stand to discussion…
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For 20 cents 65 euros!

By means of the
ROMESS device the
brake service can be
done in a very easy
and comfortable way.
First step: The adapter
has to be fixed at the
reservoir. 

Third step (left):  A hose
which is connected to
the catch bottle is inser-
ted above the vent
bold. The vent bold is
opened. The used
brake fluid drains into
the catch bottle. A scale
on the transparent bott-
le shows the quantity
which has already been
drained off. This is a
fast and clean procedu-
re.

Second step (right): Push the button
in order to start the process. So the
filling process of the new brake fluid
begins. Simultaneously the used
brake fluid is changed and the bra-
king system is ventilated. Therefore
the functional safety of the braking
system is guaranteed. "Soft brakes"
are excluded. This is a clear advan-
tage for ROMESS toward the com-
petitors, as the technology is patent
protected. 
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Profit-making: S 15


